NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALISTS
45TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2020
7:30 P.M. ET

MODERATOR
KAY ANGRUM - DIGITAL REPORTER, NBC

GREETINGS
FOUNDER SANDRA DAWSON LONG WEAVER
DOROTHY TUCKER, NABJ PRESIDENT
DREW BERRY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

ROLL CALL OF THE 44 FOUNDERS
FOUNDER JOE DAVIDSON

HISTORY OF NABJ
FOUNDER ALLISON DAVIS
DENISE JAMES, PRODUCER

FOUNDERS' PERSONAL STORIES
NORMA ADAMS-WADE, LEON DASH, ALLISON DAVIS, SAM FORD, CLAUDIA POLLEY

TRIBUTE TO FOUNDER JOHN C. WHITE

PRESENTATION OF FOUNDERS’ APPRECIATION AWARD
TO FOUNDER DEWAYNE WICKHAM

OUR FOUNDERS

NORMA ADAMS-WADE  JOEL DREYFUSS  ACEL MOORE
CAROLE BARTEL    SAM FORD    LUIX OVERBEA
EDWARD BLACKWELL  DAVID GIBSON  LES PAYNE
PAUL BROCK       SANDRA GILLIAM-BEALE  CLAUDIA POLLEY
REGINALD BRYANT   BOB GREENLEE    ALEX POINSETT
MAUREEN BUNYAN   MARTHA GRIFFIN   RICHARD RAMBEAU
CRISPIN CAMPBELL  DERWOOD HALL    MAX ROBINSON
CHARLIE COBB     BOB HAYES      CHUCK STONE
Marilyn Darling  VERNON JARRETT   W. CURTIS RIDDLE
LEON DASH        MAL JOHNSON     JEANNYE THORNTON
JOE DAVIDSON     TONI JONES      FRANCIS WARD
ALLISON J. DAVIS  H. CHUKU LEE    CHARLOTTE ROY
PAUL DELANEY     CLAUDE LEWIS    VINCE SANDERS
WILLIAM DILDAZ  SANDRA DAWSON LONG WEAVER  JOHN C. WHITE
SANDRA DILLARD  PLURIA MARSHALL  DEWAYNE WICKHAM